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Abbreviations 
Abbreviations used in this paper: 

adj   = adjective 

adv   = adverb 

app   = appendix 

ir    = irrealis 

pl    = plural 

re    = realis 

redpl = reduplication 

sg    = singular 

sp    = species 

tr    = transitive 

v     = verb 

/_    = a process takes place in this environment 

→    = becomes 

>     = becomes 

<     = is derived from 

*    = entonym 

∅   = nothing 

.     = syllable boundary 

-     = morpheme boundary 

#     = word boundary 

Here no difference has been made between voiced and voiceless allophones of pre-stopped 
nasals: 

[pm]  for both [pm] and [pM] 

[tn]  for both [tn] and [tN] 

[tñ]  for both [tñ] and [tÑ] 

[kŋ]  for both [kŋ] and [kŊ] 
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1. Introduction 
A tentative phonemic statement of Urim (Luoma 1982) was discussed in the January 29. 
1982 meeting by the Orthography Committee at which time more work was requested on 
palatalized vowels.  Consequently, additional proof for the analysis of palatalization was 
prepared for the March 15. 1982.  After this presentation I received several (oral) comments 
of having done a thorough job, but still the committee asked for MORE work on the subject 
thinking that there could still be a set of palatalized consonants in Urim as there is in some 
Sepik languages! 

The purpose of this paper (which has been on the way over 14 years now) is to present the 
results of further research and testing completed concerning the analysis of the 
palatalization in Urim. It shows that there is a process of palatalization in Urim, as opposed 
to any underlying palatalized consonants. An alveolar nasal becomes palatalized following 
the preceding palatalized vowel through a form of progressive assimilation. 

I request then that this paper be accepted, please, as part of the phonological conclusions 
requested, towards Approved Orthography Status. 

Yours in God’s service, 

 

Pirkko Luoma 
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2. Palatalized vowels 
There is a set of palatalized vowels in Urim. All Urim vowels can be palatalized: 

ii /kiin/ [ki:ñ] ‘woman’ 

ei /keipmuŋ/ [keipmuŋ] ‘tree sp.’ 

ai /paipm/ [paipm] ‘bad’ 

oi /woi/ [woi] ‘exclamation!’ 

ui /muikŋmayen/ [muikŋmayen] ‘sister (male ego)’ 

 

Following is a chart of all Urim phonemes: 

CONSONANTS labial alveolar velar 

stops p t k 

prestopped nasals pm tn kŋ 

nasals m n ŋ 

lateral  l  

vibrant  r  

frikative  s       (h) 

semivowels w    y  

 

VOWELS non-palatal  palatal  long 

high i  u  ii  ui  i:  (u) 

mid e  o  ei  oi  e:  (o:) 

low  a    ai    a:  

 

3. Are there palatalized nasal phonemes? 
The surface structure of Urim phonetic data reveals four different alveolar nasals: 

[n], pre-stopped [tn] and their palatalized counterparts [ñ] and [tñ]. 
[wanin], ‘centipede’ 

[katnun], ‘follow’ 

[kañil], ‘moon’ 

[kruru:tñ], ‘(ant) larva’ 

In addition, several minimal pairs can be found: 

n vs ñ [a:n], ‘sharpen’ vs [a:ñ], ‘fringe’ 

 [mun], ‘(milk/coconut) fat’ vs [muñ(uro:r)], ‘brother, male sibling’ 

 [alen], ‘lighten’ vs [ale(:)ñ], ‘catch (water)’ 

On the other hand, the 2 sg. personal and possessive pronouns, are correctly pronounced 
both with and without palatalization: [kitn ~ kitñ] ‘you, sg’, [akitn(en) ~ akitñ(en)] ‘your, sg’. 
The palatalized form is used more in the Urim 2 sub-dialect and the Kukwo dialect. 
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Analysis of Urim phonetic data convincingly demonstrates that palatalization is not a 
distinctive feature of the nasals but of the preceding vowel.  Consequently, I again postulate 
that an alveolar nasal becomes palatalized following the preceding palatalized vowel through 
a form of progressive assimilation. In other words, when an alveolar nasal /n/ or the pre-
stopped alveolar nasal /tn/ is preceded by a palatalized vowel the nasal becomes palatalized 
and the palatalization of the vowel is usually lost. 

N      → N / Vi _ i → +/- Ø 

[+alv] [+alv] [+pal]  

 [+pal]   

 

/wapiin/ [wapiñ] ‘lizard’ 

/kreitnunen/ [kreitñunen] ‘quarrel about something’ 

/alein/ [ale:ñ] ‘catch (rainwater)’ 

/kleinuk/ [kleiñuk] ‘shooting star’ 

/kainil/ [kañil] ‘moon’ 

/pain/ [pa:ñ] ‘stools’ 

/marmuŋkwoin/ [marmuŋkwoñ] ‘tree sp’ 

/kuin/ [ku:ñ] ‘middle’ 

/muinuror/ [muñuro:r] ‘brother (female ego)’ 
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4. Palatalized nasal phonemes are not emic in Urim 
The following examples demonstrate that in Urim there are no deep structure palatalized 
nasals. 

4.1. Compound words 
There are some compound words from which we KNOW that the preceding [Vi] causes the 
following [n] to become palatalized: 

[kaño:] ‘go up’ comes from the two words [kai] ‘go’ and [no:] ‘come up’. 

[kəña:r] ‘go down’ comes from the two words [kai] ‘go’ and [na:r] ‘come 
down’(for reduction of the vowel see morphophonemic rules, 
Appendix 8:5). 

[kuña] ‘what?’ comes from the words kwei ‘(yam sp >) something’ and [na] 
‘what?’ (both [kuña] and [na] are used for ‘what?’). 

 

One exception is the compound word [wañun], ‘door’ in which there is no palatalized vowel 
preceding the palatalized nasal.  Here the alveolar nasal is regressively palatalized from the 
following y: [wañun], ‘door’ is derived from the words /wan/ [wan] ‘house’ and /yun/ [yun] 
‘hole’ (synonym /yayun/ < /ya/ ‘road’ and /yun/ ‘hole’). 

4.2. Gender markers 
There is a remnant of gender markers, [-kŋ] for feminine and [-ñ] for masculine, in some 
kinship names: 

[yalmpi:kŋ], ‘mother-in-law’ vs. [yalmpi:ñ], ‘father-in-law’ 

[mami:kŋ (mayen)], ‘grandmother’ vs. [mamiñ (uro:r)], ‘grandfather’ 

[muikŋ (mayen)], ‘sister’ vs. [muñ (uro:r)], ‘brother’ 

 

The form [muikŋ], ‘sister’ including the palatalized [ui] suggests that the deep structure of 
[muñ], ‘brother’ is in fact /muin/.  Similarly then the deep structures of the other masculine 
forms can be analyzed as a /-Vi/ followed by /n/ i.e., /yalmpiin/, ‘father-in-law’ and /mamiin/, 
‘grandfather’.  Therefore the deep structure masculine gender marker is V/-in/ and feminine 
is V/-ikŋ/. 

/yalmpiikŋ/ ‘mother-in-law’ vs. /yalmpiin/ ‘father-in-law’ 

/muikŋ (mayen)/ ‘sister’ vs. /muin (uror)/ ‘brother’ 

4.3. Distribution 
The phone [n] occurs word initially, medially and finally, but [tn], [ñ] and [tñ] occur only word 
medially and finally. The phones [tn], [ñ] and [tñ] occur infrequently and with holes in their 
distribution when preceded by vowels other than /i/ or by different consonant+vowel 
sequences. The most common occurrence is [iñ] word finally or followed by a suffix.   (For 
distribution charts of alveolar nasals and palatalized vowels see Appendices 1 and 2.) 

[kəmpiñ] ‘termite sp’ 
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[aŋkli: ñ] ‘help’ 

[kalkwiñ] ‘knock’ 

[torpiñ-et] ‘blue’ 

[kuliñ] ‘bird sp’ 

[nampiñ-en] ‘with’ 

 

The distribution charts demonstrate that none of these palatalized alveolar nasals occurs 
after a palatalized vowel.  (This is also true of [t], [s] and [r], with the additional exception that 
[r] may occur after a “palatalized” vowel across a syllable boundary, but see § 5.0ƒƒ).  
Conversely, when looking at the distribution of palatalized vowels (App. 2), a similar 
observation can be made: that palatalized vowels are followed by all other contoids except 
alveolar nasals (see also the exceptions noted above). This fits the postulation well that an 
etic palatalized nasal is emically an ordinary nasal preceded by a palatalized vowel that 
“gives” its palatalization to the nasal. Otherwise, why aren’t the alveolar nasals preceded by 
palatalized vowels? And conversely, why aren’t palatalized vowels followed by any alveolar 
nasals? 

According to the theory of progressive assimilation in Urim however, it is clear that 
palatalized nasals are preceded by palatalized vowels and that unpalatalized nasals are 
preceded by simple oral vowels, long or short. 

4.4. Dialect variation 
In Kukwo dialect the word for ‘bad’ is [pa:tñ]. The pre-stopped nasal is palatalized because 
the word propably has the same underlying palatalized vowel in it as the word ‘bad’ in the 
main Urim dialect of Yangkolen has. So the deep structure for [pa:tñ] would be /paitn/. 

4.5. Urim does not sound “palatal” 
Orthography Committee was wondering if the palatalization in Urim were a palatal consonant 
series since there is an arial feature of palatalization in middle Sepik area. I am aware that 
there are palatalized consonant series in many Sepik languages, but Urim does not have 
them and, based on more than fourteen years of language experience, I can say that Urim 
does not sound at all like a “palatal” language, like some languages sound “palatal” when 
listening to them although one would not know anything about those languages. In addition 
to the occurrences of palatalization explained above the only other occurrences of anything 
sounding palatal are over compound word boundaries. 

In the following examples the stops and prestopped nasals can sound palatalized but they 
are not palatalized phonemes but word final prestopped nasals or stops or inserted 
homorganic stops after word final nasals and followed by y-initial word. (see App. 3 and 
insertion rules: App. 8) (the prestopped nasals do not get an inserted homorganic stop 
following them). 

[uriŋkya:], ‘garden road’ < [uriŋ] ‘garden’ and [ya:] ‘road’ 

[ma:ntya:n  Ú ma:n(t)sa:n], ‘parents’ < [ma:n] ‘mother’ and [ya:n] ‘father’ 
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[numpya:], ‘vagina’ < [num] ‘body’ and [ya:] ‘road’ 

[urikya:], ‘things’ < [urik] ‘place’ and [ya:] ‘road’ 

[wa:kŋyam], ‘flame’ < [wa:kŋ] ‘fire’ and [yam] ‘flame’ 

 

What happens at these (compound) word breaks is actually a good proof against palatalized 
series of consonants. There is in fact tendency to unpalatalize, that is to dissimilate sounds 
under these conditions especially if the vowel following /y/ is palatal: 

[wapirokŋ  Ú wapyirokŋ] ‘(name)’ < [wap] ‘ton tree’ + [yiro:kŋ] ‘back’;  

5. Palatalization affecting other alveolar sounds 

5.1. The phone [s] derived from [t] following a palatalized vowel 
It remains to be seen why the other alveolar consonants, specifically t and s (and r) are not 
preceded by palatalized vowels (App. 1 and 2). By way of explanation consider that [s] is a 
“weak” and infrequently occurring consonant in Urim. It can be concluded therefore that [s] is 
etymologically younger than other consonants, and it is demonstrable that its origin is in 
palatalization.  Consider a sequence containing a palatalized vowel followed by [(n)t], 
palatalization caused the [t] to be affricated, then later the [t] was dropped leaving the 
remnant [s]: 

(n)t  > (n)ts >   (n)s   / Vi — 

 

[kansim], ‘sweep’ < * kaintim > kantsim > kansim 

[wes], ‘stone’ < * weit > wets > wes 

5.2. Reasons supporting the analysis that [s] derived from [Vi(n)t] sequence 
This analysis is based on the following: 

5.2.1. Distribution 
This diachronic analysis accounts for holes in the distribution of palatalized vowels before 
alveolar consonants in a manner consistent with the over all analysis of palatalization in 
Urim. 

5.2.2. Alternative pronunciation 
Words with an /ns/ sequence are more often pronounced by elderly and dominant Urim 
speakers as [nts]: 

[kansim ~ kantsim], ‘sweep’ < * kaintim 

[kansil ~ kantsil], ‘lie’ < * kaintil 

[ansil ~ antsil], ‘meet’ < * aintil 

5.2.3. Compound word and morpheme boundary occurrences 
Compare the above diachronic process with what happens synchronically in some 
compound words: we know that compound words like [pa:n(t)siŋkil] ‘toilet’  
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and [pa:n(t)soŋ] ‘anus’ derive from the words /pain/ [pa:ñ] ‘stools’, with either /tiŋkil/ [təŋkil] 
‘place for something’ (for toilet) and /tawoŋ/ [tawoŋ] ‘hole’ (for anus).  This process does not 
occur at compound word boundaries alone: [kitn(t)si] ‘you here’ comes from the words /kitn ~ 
kiitn/ [kitn ~ kitñ] ‘you sg’ and /ti/ [ti] ‘here’. 

[pa:ñ(t)siŋkil] ‘toilet’ < /pain # tiŋkil/ 

[pa:ñ(t)soŋ] ‘anus’ < /pain # tawoŋ/ 

[kitñ(t)(s)i ~ kitn(t)(s)i] ‘you here (emph)’ < /kiitn # ti/  

 

Each of the above examples contains the sequence of a word final alveolar nasal preceded 
by a palatalized vowel and followed by a word initial t, which sequence becomes: the same 
vowel (unpalatalized) followed by optionally palatalized nasal followed by affricate ts or 
fricative s (see morphophonemic rules, Appendix 8:1). The nasal is optionally palatalized 
because the palatalization can carry over to the [t] which is palatalized so to speak with the 
“dull” [s] release. 

This “palatalization” of [t] occurs most commonly in verbs ending with [ñ] and followed by 
bound object pronoun starting with a vowel, in such cases [t] is inserted (see insertion rules): 

[are: ñsepm], ‘sorry for you pl’ < /arein-tepm/ 

[aŋkli:ñsopm], ‘help me’ < /aŋkliin-topm/ 

Some verbs end with a palatal vowel, when a benefactive bound personal pronoun starting 
with [n] follows, the [n] is usually not palatalized, propably because there is the morpheme 
break in between. 

[aleinten ~ ale:ñsen], ‘twine for them’ < /alei-nten/ 

[kaintel], ‘go to him’ < /kai-ntel/ 

The word for ‘parents’ is [ma:ntsa:n ~ ma:nsa:n] and it derives from the words /ma:n/ [ma:n] 
‘mother’ and /ya:n/ [ya:n] ‘father’. When these words are compounded, a homorganic stop /t/ 
is inserted after the word final /n/ of the first compound.  This happens because the following 
word starts with the semivowel /y/ thus: [ma:ntya:n] (see insertion rules).  So here 
palatalization occurs as a process of regressive assimilation affected by /y/ which 
subsequently affricates the inserted [t], which in turn becomes optional. Again demonstrating 
that [s] being derived from [t] after a process of affrication (albeit regressive in this case), and 
the [t] being dropped is a natural phonological process in Urim. 

5.2.4. Dialect variations 
The language spoken in Laningwap village has been  the basis for the phonetic and 
grammatical analysis. Linguistically, It is somewhere between Urim 1 and Urim 2 sub-
dialects having been attributed to Urim 2 sub-dialect in the Urim dialect survey report 
(Luoma, 1992, and see Table 1 below). 

Urim 1 sub-dialect of Yangkolen dialect has a word with a palatalized vowel, [meik] ‘lake’, 
which in Urim 2 sub-dialect is [mes], and in Kukwo dialect [meit ~ meits]. According to what 
has been said above, the etonym might have been [*meit].  As through the process of 
progressive assimilation of vowel paltalization the [t] became [ts], the vowel losing its palatal 
feature, yielding [mets].  Urim 2 sub-dialect tends to drop the [t] out, thus [mes].  The Urim 1  
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sub-dialect with word final [k] in place of [t] therefore retains the palatalization of the vowel as 
(non-alveolar) [k] is unaffected when preceded by a palatalized vowel. Compare the 
following words in Table 1.  (Note the [k] and [t/s] difference between Urim 1 and Urim 2; see 
Urim dialect survey, Luoma 1992 for more examples): 

Table 1 Urim Dialect Variations (phonetic data) 

Dialect: Yangkolen Kukwo  

Sub-dialect: Urim 1 Urim 2   

Village:  Laningwap Paklo & 
Yakrumpok 

 gloss 

 meik mes mes/mets meits ‘lake’ 

 <---------------------      wes      --------------------> weits ‘stone’ 

 <-----------      wutneik      ----------> wutnes wutneits ‘morota’ 

 <---------------      wasup/wasupm      --------------> heitsup ‘kiss’ 

 <---------------------      wasek      --------------------> waitsek ‘small’ 

 <-----------------------      kol      ----------------------> tol ‘like,as’ 

 ike ise ase ase ‘already’ 

6. Testing and evaluation of native speaker intuition 

6.1. Survey to Paklo village 
In 1987 a survey was conducted to Paklo, a large distant village of the Urim 2 sub-dialect 
area, with a lot of hamlets. Among other things, this analysis of palatalization was tested and 
evaluated against native speaker intuition by means of various orthographic approaches to 
representing vowel palatalization in Urim.  Testing was conducted by writing sentences in 
which palatalization was represented in three different ways, (for example, [kaño] ‘go up’ 
was written as <kanyo>, <kano> and <kaino>.  Reading in the vernacular was fairly new for 
those tested and more or less a struggle for them, but they where able to read and 
comprehend the sentences with each of the writing styles. 

In further testing, several people in each hamlet were asked to write down dictated words. 
They wrote the palatalization in several different ways, which are illustrated here, using only 
one word for simplicity: [kaño] ‘go up’: <kano, kanyo, kaino, kainyo, kayno> The most 
popular way of writing words with palatalized sequences was e.g.:<kano>.  Such non-
representation however would result in under differentiation in the orthography and thus the 
phonetic shape (and therefore meaning) of many words could be determined only by the 
surrounding context. 

Next a list of three different words, each written in three different ways was shown to each 
person.  In these sequences palatalization was: 1) not represented at all;  
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2) represented by <i> written after the vowel preceding the alveolar nasal; and 
3) represented by <y> written after <n> (i.e., <ny>).  Then each person was asked which 
method was the best way to write each word (see Table 2) 

Table 2 - 

Alternate Orthographic Representations 

Phonetic Form [kañil] [kuñ] [kuña] 

Option 1: kanil kun kuna 

Option 2: kainil kuin kuina 

Option 3: kanyil kuny kunya 

Nearly all of those tested preferred the second option, that of placing an <i> after the 
preceding vowel: <kainil, kuin, kuina>.  Some suggested that the first way, of not 
representing palatalization at all, might be all right, too. Very few preferred the third option, 
that of writing <y> after <n>.  In fact, all those tested said that as a result of the third option 
the form <kuny> was really bad.  A fourth possibility, <yn> did not come to mind to check at 
that time. (Detailed results of this survey where recorded, but were later lost and 
unfortunately have not been found since.) 

6.2. Pronunciation test of Tok Pisin and nonsense words 
In 1989 the pronunciation of eight people was tested. They were mostly Urim dominant 
speakers, one of them a non-Tok Pisin speaker. Nine Tok Pisin expressions and ten 
nonsense expressions (adjusted Finnish language) were read to respondents one by one 
after which he would attempt to repeat the expression he had heard.  Each of the nineteen 
utterances contained a vowel+i followed by an alveolar nasal sequence (Vin), (see App. 4 for 
detailed results). These tests were recorded on to a cassette (enclosed). 

Tok Pisin utterances #2 (lait na), #3 (sait na) and #4 (sainim) were each repeated exactly as 
they were first pronounced.  (Utterances 2 and 3 were intended to mimic pre-stopped nasals 
but were not pronounced as such by respondents, thus data regarding these utterances is 
inconclusive.)  Several respondents repeating utterances #6-#9 (poinim, tsoinim, bihainim 
and lainim) dropped the [i] reproducing the palatalized sequence as a simple Vn sequence.  
Upon repeating the vowel palatalization in utterances #1 and #5 respondents manifested 
progressive assimilation (Vin>Vñ) and deletion of palatalization (Vin > Vn), this happened 
three and one times respectively. 

Of the Nonsense utterances only one of the nonsense words (taina, #12) was reproduced by 
all as it was pronounced. The words in utterances #11, 13, 15, 16, 18 and 19 (kuina, paina, 
luine:n, wainuta, kaino, suin) were pronounced without [i] (Vin > Vn) one to three times each 
(2, 1, 3, 1, 1 and 1 occurrences respectively). The words in utterances #11, 15 and 14 
(muina, luine:n and wäli:n respectively) were pronounced without [i] but with ñ (Vin > Vñ) one 
to four times each (3, 1 and 4 occurrences respectively). The words in utterances #11 (two 
occurrences), 13, 15, 17 and 18 (muina, kuina, paina, luine:n, wainaya, kaino) were 
pronounced with both i and ñ (Vin > Viñ) one to two times each (2, 1, 1, 1, 1 and 1 
occurrences respectively).  Again in utterance #11 the words muina and  
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kuina were pronounced one to three times with either n (Vin > Vn) or with ñ with i at the end 
of the word (Vina# > Vñai#), i.e., [munai] and [kunai/kunai]. No one reproduced luine:n 
(utterance #15) as it was pronounced to them, it was reproduced four times without i and 
with n (Vin > V(:)n), i.e., [lune, lune:n, lu:nene, lunen]; and four times without i with ñ (Vin > 
Vñ), i.e., [lune, lune:n, lune:n, lunen].  Twice it was reproduced with i and ñ (Vin > Viñ), i.e., 
[luiñe:n, luiñe:n]. N.B. the total number of reproductions sometimes differ from the number of 
respondents because respondents would occasionally reproduce one word a couple of 
times).  

During the course of testing I elicited some additional utterances from some of the 
respondents: keino, kainil, kuina, muina (see App. 4 items 20-23). Kuina and muina had 
already been elicited in sentence form (see item #11). Kainil and kuina are actually deep 
structure forms for the Urim words [kañil], ‘moon’ and [kuña], ‘what?’ Of the three 
occurrences of keino, one was pronounced [keiño]. Kuina and muina were elicited only once 
each and kuina was reproduced as [kuña], and muina was reproduced [muiña]. The seven 
occurrences of kainil, were reproduced once as [kanil], twice as [kaiñil], and four times as 
[kañil]. 

Some additional observations of interest to this paper are: sait was pronounced by the non-
Tok Pisin speaker first as [lait] and then [tait]. The [s] in both sainim and sen were also 
reproduced by her and another person with a [t] instead of [s]. The non-sense words taina 
and suin were each reproduced with a clear syllable break [ta.ina] and [su.in], indicating that 
both the palatalized vowel and the unpalatalized n were heard, so a syllable break was 
pronounced between the vowels tojustify why the n was not palatalized. 

An incidental nonsense word example: I named a village boy after my father [einari] 
<Einari>. The people hear and pronounce it as [e:nari] and they write it <Enari>. This 
happens because Urim speakers hear an ordinary [n] and so for them the preceding vowel 
can not be palatalized. 

Considering the process of progressive assimilation of palatalization in Urim as described in 
this paper the above data can be explained as follows:) 

1. Because a deep structure [#Vin#] sequence is typically realized in Urim phonology as 
[Vñ], non-sense words such as [luine:n], are reproduced by native Urim speakers as 
[luñe:n]. 

2. Conversely, because of the constraint of progressive palatalization [lune:n] is also 
reproduced from [luine:n].  The [n] of the original utterance can only be reproduced in 
Urim after an oral (non-palatalized) vowel, therefore the vowel palatalization of the 
original utterance is dropped in order to reproduce the [n] of the original and [lune:n] 
results. 

3. [luiñe:n] is also a possible reproduction of [luine:n], because as has been seen, the 
assimilation is not always total. 

4. Lastly, accurate reproductions of [luine:n] are still possible because in Urim [-Vi#n-] is 
an acceptable sequence and also because certain Urim speakers having become  
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accustomed to Tok Pisin have learned to properly pronounce foreign words.  Usually [-
Vin-] (and [-Vis-] and [-Vit-]) in Tok Pisin are properly pronounced, still it is not unusual 
for the [i] to be dropped (see point 2 above).  Consider that [la:nim] for lainim, ‘teach’ and 
[ras] for rais, ‘rice’ are all typical Urim reproductions of the Tok Pisin forms. 

6.3. Orthography test 
On August 1, 1992, an orthography meeting was held. A total of 21 people from all over the 
Urim language area attended, most of them being either teachers or church workers from 
different denominations. Many orthography issues were discussed and a dictation test was 
conducted. Six words with palatalization were tested.  In three of them palatalization 
occurred word medially, in the other three word finally. 

63% of the respondents represented word medial palatalization with ordinary <n>: <kanil> 
[kañil], ‘moon’ (See App. 5 for detailed results, here each variations is illustrated by one 
example.); 15.8% represented word medial palatalization with <in>: <kainil>; and 5.2% with 
<ny>: <kanyil>. Then there was one occurrence each of several variations: <ni> <kaniil>, 
<nni> <kanniil>, <nn> <kannil>, <ing> <kaingil>, <ng> <kangil>, <nt> <kantil>, <itn> 
<kaitnil>, <iny> <kainyil>, <nh> <kanhil>. 

71% of those tested wrote word final palatalization with an ordinary <n>: <kin> [ki:ñ] 
‘woman’; 9.1% wrote word final palatalization with <in>: <kiin>; 9.1% with <nn> <kinn>;and 
3.6% with <nt>: <kint>.  And again there was one occurrence each of several variations: 
<yn> <kiyn; <t> <kit>; <ng> <king> and <nhin> <kinhin>. No one suggested <ny> <kiny> for 
word final palatalization. 

The results were recorded on the blackboard and the respondents were then asked which 
way of writing was the best. Significantly, the strong consensus was that <in>: <kainil>, was 
the best option. A couple of people added that just <n> would be acceptable, too. 

These results not only agree with those of the previous survey (see Luoma 1982) but are 
predictable based on the phonological processes described in this paper. The question one 
must answer is why etic [ñ] is left unmarked by native Urim speakers.  Obviously it is 
because in deep structure [ñ] is not emic, but [n] the non-palatalized alveolar nasal is emic 
(palatalization being a feature of vowels alone).  While most of the respondents did not 
initially mark the palatalization (63% word medially and 71% word finally), many still felt this 
was necessary. That group, not knowing a way to do so either from Tok Pisin or English, 
represented palatalization in many different ways. Those who attempted to represent 
palatalization however, did so primarily by marking the vowel preceding <n> and the most 
popular way of doing this was <in> (15.8% of the respondents in word medial position, 9.1% 
in word final position). Also it is interesting that <i> was offered more often as a symbol for 
palatalization (24.8% in word medial position and 10.9% in word final position) than <y> (7% 
in word final position and 1.8% in word final position) and that when as a group the  
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respondents considered all the options the strong consensus was for <in> e.g., <kainil>.  
These results then are concordant with and support the analysis of progressive assimilation 
of palatalization by [n] following a palatalized vowel. 

6.4. Reading test 
A reading test was conducted among three groups of people. The first group read a text with 
palatalization not symbolized at all, e.g., <kanil> [kanil], ‘moon’. The second group read the 
same text with the palatalization symbolized with <i> before the alveolar nasal, e.g., <kainil> 
‘moon’. The third group read the text with the palatalization symbolized with <y> after word 
medial n, <kanyil>, and both before and after word final n, <mayn> [ma:ñ] ‘away’, <kuny> 
[ku:ñ] ‘middle’ (see App. 6 for texts). 

The more fluent readers in each group did not have much difficulty reading word medial 
palatalization. Slower readers would slide from grapheme to grapheme and pronounce the 
“palatalization” in the various ways it was written, for example, [kanil] in the first group, 
[kainil] in the second group and [kanyil] in the third group, but would then correct themselves 
and pronounce: [kañil]. Correction was needed less often in the second group where 
palatalization was represented by <i>. 

When reading word final palatalization, results similar for reading word medial palatalization 
were obtained in the first and second groups, however the third group, reading word final 
palatalization represented with <y> had a lot of difficulties, they could not figure out some 
words at all (see App. 7 for detailed results). They frequently commented that this was not a 
good way to represent palatalization.  The first and the second groups commented that the 
symbolization was good. 

7. Orthography considerations 
Test results show that palatalization in connection with alveolar nasals could be left 
unsymbolized in the Urim orthography. It would be easy to write and the people would still 
manage to read well enough. As a result, slow readers would often read the word twice, first 
producing [n] and then correcting themselves to [ñ].  Distinguishing minimal pairs would be 
left to the reader to decide from the context and so palatalization should be marked. 

If palatalization is symbolized, there are still two decisions to be made: first whether to 
symbolize it according to the deep structure (preceding vowel) or according to the surface 
structure (nasal), and second whether to introduce a new symbol or to use a familiar symbol.  

Introducing a new symbol such as <ñ>, seems the poorest option because it is 
uneconomical (why should people learn a new symbol when they can still manage to read 
when palatalization is not symbolized?) further neither [ñ] nor [tñ] are phonemic. According 
to reading and writing tests and based on the opinions of those tested,<y> is definitely the 
worse alternative for symbolizing palatalization. 
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On the basis of everything said above, the best way to symbolize palatalization in Urim is to 
mark the preceding vowel. Since palatalized vowels are phonemic and as there are holes in 
the distribution of palatalized vowels before alveolar nasals, it would be most natural to 
symbolize this feature in a uniform manner: <Vi>. Testing has shown that Urim speakers are 
able to read their language when it is written in this way. Slow readers may still read the 
word twice as they do when palatalization is not symbolized, i.e., <kuin> may be produced 
as [kuin] > [ku:ñ], however this symbolization has the advantage of leaving the tongue in a 
palatal position, “anticipating” the coming [n].  Further, if a small glide is produced it is not 
considered a big mistake since a glide is also sometimes heard, for example, when singing 
slowly. Finally, minimal pairs can be distinguished, not from context alone, but also because 
they are written differently: <man [ma:n] akupmen> ‘my mother’, <kil kai main [ma:ñ]> ‘he 
went away’. 

The high front vowel with palatal offglide /ii/ is symbolized with <i>, and not with <ii>, 
because it can anyway be etically recognized only preceding an alveolar nasal , and also, 
because some reading tests for symbolizing length show that double vowels cause 
confusion and tend to be pronounced with a syllable break mark, like [h], [w], or [y], between 
the vowels. 

The grapheme <i> has been used for palatalization from the early stages of written Urim (for 
about 16 years now). Urim co-translators have learned it without difficulty. Also the adults in 
trial literacy classes (1983-1984) and the prep-schoolers since 1993 have learned this 
symbolization and their teachers have been able to teach it well without difficulty. The 
language helpers, the teachers and my partner Aira Suormala, who has been responsible for 
literacy work since 1987, all think this is a good way to symbolize palatalization. 

8. Summary 
On the basis of recent research, tests and continuing language experience, the previous 
analysis of palatalization in Urim (Tentative phonemic statement of Urim, 1982) is confirmed: 
palatalization is a feature of vowels, and not a feature of alveolar nasals, there are no 
palatalized consonant series in Urim, but rather, a set of palatalized vowels. 

The sounds [ñ] and [tñ] are not phonemic but allophones of /n/ and /tn/ respectively and in 
complementary distribution with them. 

/n/  [n]  voiced alveolar nasal, occurs word initially, medially and finally. Word medially and 
finally it only occurs after an unpalatalized vowel. It also occurs in consonant sequences 
word medially. It is symbolized with <n>. 

[ñ]  voiced palatalized alveolar nasal, occurs word medially and finally only after 
palatalized vowels.  

/tn/ [tn] voiced alveolar pre-stopped nasal, occurs word medially after an unpalatalized 
vowel. It is symbolized with <tn>. 

[tN] voiceless alveolar pre-stopped nasal, occurs word finally after an unpalatalized 
vowel. 
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[tñ] voiced palatalized alveolar pre-stopped nasal, occurs word medially after a 
palatalized vowel. 

[tÑ] voiceless palatalized alveolar pre-stopped nasal, occurs word finally after a 
palatalized vowel. 

There is a set of palatalized vowels that, in principle, can occur word initially, medially and 
finally, but there are sporadic holes in their distribution (Luoma 1982). The feature 
palatalization is assimilated by adjacent following alveolar nasals and consequently it is also 
usually dropped from the vowel. 

/ii/  voiced high unrounded front vocoid with palatal offglide (etically recognisable only 
preceding an alveolar nasal). It is symbolized with <i>. 

/ei/  voiced midrounded front vocoid with palatal offglide. It is symbolized with <ei>. 

/ai/  voiced low open unrounded central vocoid with palatal offglide. It is symbolized with 
<ai>. 

/oi/  voiced midrounded back vocoid with palatal offglide. It is symbolized with <oi>. 

/ui/  voiced high rounded back vocoid with palatal offglide. It is symbolized with <ui>. 
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Appendix 1 

Distribution of alveolar nasals (etic) 
 

Word 
initial n tn ñ tñ 

 nim  ‘slit-drum’ - - - 
 nep  ‘coconut’ - - - 
 nani  ‘peel 

(coconut)’ 
- - - 

 nol  ‘heart’ - ‘’ - - 
 num  ‘body’ - - - 
     
Word 

medial n tn ñ tñ 
i- minip ‘river’ kitnin ‘sugar’ angkiñe ‘join’ witñim ‘green sp’ 
e- e:ne:n ‘outside’ waiketnketn ‘very liitle’ kleñuk ‘star sp’ kretñunen ‘quarrel’ 
a- anoŋ ‘village’ atnen ‘because’ kaño: ‘go up’ atñiir ‘rootle’ 
o- akone ‘exchange’ waikotnkotn ‘very little’ marmuŋkwoñet ‘with 

taste of fruit sp.’ 
krotñimpon ‘grass sp’ 

u- kunakul ‘young’ kutnun ‘follow’ kuña: ‘what?’ kru:tñet ‘with larva’ 

ii- - - (mi:ñen ‘thin’) (akitñen ‘your’) 
ei- - - ~ kleiñuk ‘star sp’ ~kreitñunen ‘quarrel’ 
ai- kai-ntopm ‘go to 

me’ 
- - - 

oi- - - - ~ kroitñimpon ‘grass 
sp’ 

ui- - - - - 

pV- punum ‘dove’ mpatniŋ ‘wall’ pa:ñet ‘stooly’ - 
tV- watinet ‘long’ tatnoŋ ‘lizard’ - - 
kV- kano:kŋ ‘ground’ katnun ‘follow’ ku:ñen ‘middle’ (akitñen ‘your sg’) 
pmV- waipmunu ‘cloud’  - - 
tnV- kitninet ‘sugary’  -  
kŋV- tukŋuna:kŋ ‘head’ - akŋinen ‘vine sp’ - 
mV- miniŋ ‘dark’ - mirmanim ‘tree sp’-  
nV- nanin ‘ant sp’ - - - 
ŋV- na:ŋen ‘hilly’ - - - 
lV- laniŋ ‘galip’ - kleñuk ‘star sp’  
rV- ra:net ‘light’ - nepriñet ‘bird sp’ kraitñim ‘bird sp’ 
sV- - - - - 
wV- wanin ‘centipede’ watnom ‘children’ wañim ‘tree sp’ witñim ‘green sp’ 
yV- yunel ‘door adv’ yu:tnet ‘with nut’ - - 
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Appendix 1 

Distribution of alveolar nasals (etic) (continued) 
 

Word 
final 

n tn ñ tñ 

i- nampitin ‘pinch’ i:tn ‘wander ir’ aliñ ‘plant’ (kitñ ‘you sg’) 
e- pen ‘again’ waiketn ‘a little’ nareñ ‘pick’ (ariwetñ ‘see you sg’) 
a- kan ‘grub sp’ a:tn ‘wander re’ pa:ñ ‘stools’ pa:tñ ‘bad (dialect)’ 
o- aron ‘split’ waikotn ‘a little’ marmuŋkwoñ ‘tree sp’ kuri:tñ kuroitñ ‘rumble’ 
u- kun ‘dear’ yu:tn ‘iris’ ku:ñ ‘middle’ kru:tñ ‘larva’ 

ii- - - (ki:ñ ‘woman’) (kitñ ‘you’) 
ei- - - - - 
ai- - - - - 
oi- - - - - 
ui- - - - - 

pV- tapon ‘squeeze’ (na:mpetn ‘bite 
you’) 

pa:ñ ‘stools’ (na:mpetñ ‘bite you’) 

tV- yaten ‘both’ (pla:ntetn ‘show 
you’) 

- (pla:ntetñ ‘show you’) 

kV- a:ken ‘add’ waiketn ‘a little’ karkiñ ‘tighten’ (alketñ ‘give to you’) 
pmV- kipman ‘man’ - - - 
tnV- atne:n ‘because’ - - - 
kNV- a:kŋen ‘cry tr’ - ərkŋiñ ‘warm oneself’ - 
mV- ma:n ‘mother’ - muikŋmu:ñ ‘siblings’ - 
nV- na:n ‘husband’ - tiŋiniñ ‘cockroach’ - 
NV- laŋen ‘thread v’ - laŋiñ ‘tree sp’ - 
lV- la:n ‘boil’ - ale:ñ ‘collect...’ (aletñ ‘eat you sg’) 
rV- ran ‘trap’ - kariñ ‘stone sp’ (oretñ ‘hit you sg’) 
sV- wasen ‘calf’ - - (areñsetñ ‘sorry for you sg’) 
wV- wan ‘house’ - niŋka:wiñ ‘belch’ (alewetñ ‘let you out) 
yV- ya:n ‘father’ yu:tn ‘iris’ - (awiyetñ ‘take you’) 
 

Notes:  

• The personal pronouns, sg 2, are in brackets because both [tn] and [tñ] are possible.  

• For distribution of nasals in consonant clusters see Luoma 1982. 
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Appendix 1 (continued)  

Distribution of alveolar nasals (emic) 
 

Word 
initial [n] [tn] [ñ] [tñ] 

 nim  ‘slit-drum’ - - - 
 nep  ‘coconut’ - - - 
 nani  ‘peel 

(coconut)’ 
- - - 

 nol  ‘heart’ - - - 
 num  ‘body’ - - - 
     
Word 

medial [n] [tn] [ñ] [tñ] 
i- minip ‘river’ kitnin ‘sugar’   
e- e:ne:n ‘outside’ waiketnketn ‘very little’   
a- anoŋ ‘village’ atnen ‘because’   
o- akone ‘exchange’ -   
u- kunakul ‘young’ kutnun ‘follow’   

ii-   aNkiine ‘join’ wiitnim ‘green sp’ 
ei- - - kleinuk ‘star sp’ kreitnunen ‘quarrel’ 
ai- kai-ntopm ‘go to me’ - kaino ‘go up’ aitniir ‘rootle’ 
oi- - - marmuŋkwoinet 

‘with taste of fruit 
sp.’ 

Kroitnimpon ‘grass sp’ 

ui- - - kuina ‘what?’ kruitnet ‘with larva’ 

     

Word 
final 

[n] [tn] [ñ] [tñ] 

i- nampitin ‘pinch’ i:tn ‘wander ir’   
e- pen ‘again’ waiketn ‘a little’   
a- kan ‘grub sp’ a:tn ‘wander re’   
o- tom ‘lower back’ waikotn ‘a little’   
u- kun ‘dear’ yu:tn ‘iris; nut’   

ii- - - aliin ‘plant’ (kiitn ‘you sg’) 
ei- - - narein ‘pick’ (ariweitn ‘see you sg’) 
ai- - - pain ‘stools’ paitn ‘bad (dialect)’ 
oi- - - marmuŋkwoin ‘tree sp’ kuriitn kuroitn ‘rumble’ 
ui- - - kuin ‘middle’ kruitn ‘larva’ 
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Appendix 2 

Distribution of palatalized vowels (etic) 

Palatalized vowel preceding a consonant 
p maip ‘umbilical cord’ kwaipu ‘men’s basket’ 

t -  

k kaikut ‘heavy’  

pm paipm ‘bad’ waipmunu ‘cloud’ 

tn -  

tñ -  

kŋ muikŋmayen ‘sister’ neikŋen ‘twist’ 

m reim ‘cage for smoking game’ kaimuŋ ‘coconut shell’ 

n -  

ñ -  

ŋ plaiŋ ‘lightening’ aŋkweiŋen ‘insist’ 

l wail ‘big’  

r pa.ir ‘tortoise’  

s -  

w waiwai (redpl) ‘glow hot’  

y yaiyai (redpl) ‘Dad’  

Palatalized vowel following a consonant 
p paimploŋ ‘tree sp’  

t taipurŋ ‘overturn’  

k keipmuŋ ‘tree sp’  

pm (ne:pm- ai ‘feet (there)’)  

tn watneikŋ ‘underneath’  

kŋ (a:kŋ- ai ‘cry (there)’)  

m mei ‘sister’s husband’  

n naimun ‘hornbill’  

ŋ (na:ŋ- ai ‘hill (there)’)  

l lailai ‘a lot’  

r raimpe ‘not straight’ reim ‘cage for smoking game’ 

s (wes-ai ‘stone (there)’)  

w waiketn ‘a little’  

y yaimpo ‘guava’  

Note: Words in brackets are a combination of a word and a clitic. 
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Appendix 3 

Distribution of y and w following a consonant 
 y   
p- nepyu:rk ‘coconut sprout’ < nep ‘coconut’ and yu:rk ‘sprout’ 

t- yatyat ‘both, also’ < redpl 

k- urikya: ‘things’ < urik ‘place’ and ya: ‘road’ 

pm- ne:pmya: ‘(name)’ < nepm ‘leg, foot’ and ya: ‘road’ 

tn- a:tnya: ‘wonder around’ < a:tn ‘wonder’ and ya: ‘road’ 

kŋ- wa:kŋyam ‘flame of fire’ < wa:kŋ ‘fire’ and yam ‘flame’ 

m(p)- wampyirokŋ ‘braiding’ < wam ‘hand’ and yiro:kŋ ‘back’     

n(t)- ma:ntya:n > ma:n(t)sa:n < ma:n ‘mother’ and ya:n ‘father’   

ŋ(k)- yoŋkyoŋ ‘for ever’ < redpl 

l- walya:ru ‘grandgreat child’ < wal ‘breadfruit’ and ya:ru = walya:ru 

r- yaryar ‘tree sp’ < redpl 

s- wesyimpon ‘stone sp’ < wes ‘stone’ and yimpon ‘bandicoot’ 

w- -   

    
 w   
p- wapwar ‘cross cousins’ < wap ‘ton tree’ and wa:r ‘young animal’

t- kotwaŋ ‘a kind of axe’ < ko: ‘axe’ and twaŋ ‘?’ (note that this is 
a real consonant sequence within a 
syllable, the only one thus far) 

 etwarumpet ‘grub sp’ < et ‘?’ and warum ‘wild pitpit’ and -et 
‘adj’ 

k- a:kwe:kŋel ‘ignorant’ < a:k ‘do’ and we:kŋ ‘two’ and -el ‘adv’ 

pm- ne:pmwam ‘hands and feet’ < ne:pm ‘leg, foot’ and wam ‘hand’ 

tn- (witnwetn (Kukwo dialect) = 
wikŋwikŋ ‘four’ 

< we:kŋ ‘two’ rdpl) 

kŋ- i:kŋwam ‘theft’ < ‘i:kŋ ‘eye (old form)’ and wam ‘hand’ 

m(p)- wampwi: ~ wampui ‘right 
hand’ 

< wam ‘hand’ and wi: ‘right’  

n(t)- ma:ntwarim ‘mother and 
child(ren)’ 

< ma:n ‘mother’ and warim ‘child’  

ŋ- waŋkwa:ŋ ‘(cut) in the 
middle of the stems’ 

< wa:ŋ ‘stem’ redpl  

l- wilwil ‘sway’ < redpl 

r- warwar ‘shake’ < redpl 

s- wiswis ‘play hopscotch’ < redpl  

y- -   
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Appendix 4 

Pronunciation test of Tok Pisin and nonsense words 
 = Vn Vn Vin i elsewhere 
 Short sentences in Tok Pisin: 
1. Yu bilong wanem lain? 5  1   

2. Mi yet mi lait na mi rot. 8     

3. Lukim em long sait na sait. 8     

4. Sainim pepa. 8     

5. Pasim em long sen na hain. 5  2  1 

6. Yu boinim em pastaim. 4 4    

7. Em i soinim tupela wantaim. 7 1    

8. Mi bihainim em. 6 2    

9. Tiksa lainim ol pikinini. 4 3 1   

      
 Nonsense words (adjusted Finnish language): 
10. wai ni:n 10.  10.  10.  10.  10.  

11. muina kuina 3/3 /2 3/ 2/1 1/3 

12. taina tüttö 7     

13. paina pu:ta 6 1  2  

14. yätä wäli:n 2  1  1 

15. luine:n päiwine:n  4 4 2  

16. wainuta tulta 7 1    

17. wainaya parka 5   1  

18. kaino wainonen 4 1  1  

19. yuosta suin päin 7/1 1    

 Additional elicitations 
20. keino 2   1  

21. kainil  1 4 2  

22. kuina   1   

23. muina    1  
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Appendix 5 

Dictation results 
Orthography meeting 1.8.1992 

n word medially 
 kuñen kañil miñipm no. of 

respondents 
% 

n 9 11 16 36 63.1 

nh 1 - - 1 1.8 

in 5 4 - 9 15.7 

ing 1 - - 1 1.8 

nt 1 - - 1 1.8 

nni 1 - - 1 1.8 

nn - 1 - 1 1.8 

ni - - 1 1 1.8 

ny - 2 1 3 5.2 

iny - 1 - 1 1.8 

itn - 1 - 1 1.8 

ng - - 1 1 1.8 

Total 18 20 19 57 100.2 

 

n word finally 
 wapiñ kiñ aliñ no. of 

respondents 
% 

n 15 13 11 39 71.0 

in 1 2 2 5 9.1 

t 1 - - 1 1.8 

nn 2 2 1 5 9.1 

nhin - 1 - 1 1.8 

nt - 1 1 2 3.6 

yn - - 1 1 1.8 

ng - - 1 1 1.8 

Total 19 19 17 55 100.0 
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Appendix 6 

Story to test symbols for palatalization 

1. n 
Kin wris ur pa, nang akil pa Munam. Kil aye kwanilm kano ari Melpan, munwror alkil pa, ari 
kil wrekg ak mining kun ai, yapo tukgwan ingket ur kai ipm pa aye. U wail elng kul kai awei, 
kil itna akangkompen yo mirmanim pa itna, ari u ake nungkwat. Atom kil karkuk alen ak uwel 
kolpa kai. Kanil u alentel itna wampel kolpa kai man ise. 

2. in 
Kiin wris ur pa, nang akil pa Muinam. Kil aye kwainilm kaino ari Melpain, muinwror alkil pa, 
ari kil wrekg ak mining kuin ai, yapo tukgwain ingket ur kai ipm pa aye. U wail elng kul kai 
awei. Kil itna akangkompen yo mirmainim pa itna, ari u ake nungkwat. Atom kil karkuk alein 
ak uwel kolpa kai.  Kainil u alentel itna wampel kolpa kai main ise. 

3. yn, ny 
Kiyn wris ur pa, nang akil pa Munyam. Kil aye kwanyilm kanyo ari Melpany, munywror alkil 
pa, ari kil wrekg ak mining kuny ai, yapo tukgwayn ingket ur kai ipm pa aye. U wail elng kul 
kai awei. Kil itna akangkompen yo mirmanyim pa itna, ari u ake nungkwat. Atom kil karkuk 
aleny ak uwel kolpa kai.  Kanyil u alentel itna wampel kolpa kai mayn ise. 
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Appendix 7 

Results of the reading test 

Group 3: [n] symbolized with <ny> and <yn> 
Of the eleven readers eight were 6 graders, two were 10 graders and one was taught to read 
by early missionaries. 

<kiyn> [ki:ñ] -three of eleven read [kitn] ‘you’ 
-one of two suggested <kiin>, one suggested <kin> 

<Melpany> [melpa:ñ] -two of eleven read right after trying several times 
-eight read [melpani] and one read [melpan] 

<kwanyilm> [kwañilm] -one had difficulties in reading 
-one did not figure the word out 
-one suggested <kwanilm> 

<Munyam> [muñam] -all read OK 

<kanyo> [kaño:] -all read OK 
-one of one suggested <kaino> 

<munywror> [muñuro:r] -four read something else [munyauro:r, muikŋwo:r, muniuro:r]
 -three read right after trying a couple of times 
-four read it OK 
-two of two suggested <muinwror> 

<kuny> [ku:ñ] -five read [kuni]  
-two of them arrived at the right word after trying a couple of 
other words first [kuni > kano > ku:n; kul > kun > ku:n]  
-one read it OK 
-two of three suggested <kuin>, one suggested <kun> 

<tukwayn> [tukŋwa:ñ] -one did not figure out the word 
-one jumped over the word 
-four arrived at the right word after trying one to three words 
first 

<mirmanyim> [mərmañim] -six tried several times first or got some help before getting 
the word right 
-one of one suggested <mirmainim> 

<aleny> [ale:ñ] -six tried two to three times and got it right 
-one did not figure it out 
-one of one suggested <alein> 

<kanyil> [kañil] -all read OK 
-two of two suggested <kainil> 

<mayn> [ma:ñ] -one did not figure it out [mei > mining]  
-two got it right after trying a couple of times 
-two got it right after trying another word first [mayen > ma:n; 
men > ma:n]  
-two got it right after trying two other words first and getting 
some help [men > mehe:n > ma:n; mehe:n mayen > ma:n]  
-one of one suggested <main> 
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Appendix 8 

Morphophonological rules 
The following rules are ordered as indicated. In some cases the ordering is not essential but 
in several casesit is crucial that one rulr be applied before the others. The closer knit the 
structure is, the more obligatorily most of these rules apply. 

1. Insertion rules 
1.1. A homorganic stop is inserted after a word final nasal (but not a prestopped nasal) if 

the following morphem (except some suffixes) starts with a +/-h+vowel, semivowel, or /r/. 
Then [h] deletes, while the semivowel can become a vowel (w > u; y > i). 

/wam arpme/ [wamparpme] ‘hold (with hands)’ 

/num wakŋet/ [numbuakŋet] ‘have temperature’ 

/anoŋ [h]u/ [anoŋku] ‘scoop water’ 

/puŋ-is/ [puŋkis] ‘yellow’ 

/won rakole/ [wontrakole] ‘wise (insides, torn)’ 

/nam-popm/ [na:mpopm] ‘bite me’ 

 

1.2. A homorganic nasal is generally inserted at morpheme boundaries before a stop if 
the preceding morpheme ends with a vowel or /l/. 

/ipma peipm/ [əpma:mpeipm] ‘navel cord’ 

/al-tu/ [alntu] ‘their, pl.3.gen’ 

/kai kai/ [kaiŋkai] ‘go (cont.)’ 

 

1.3. A /w/ is generally inserted between vowels at morpheme breaks if the second 
morpheme is a one-syllable suffix.  Before a one-syllable enclitic, the inserted consonant 
is /y/ after /i/ and either /h/ or /w/ in other cases. 

/ari-e/ [ariwe] ‘know’ (suffix) 

/akle-opm/ [aklewopm] ‘scold me’ (enclitic) 

/iri-e-o/ [riweho:] ‘learn!’ (suffix and enclitic) 

/awi-el/ [awiyel] ‘take it’ (enclitic) 
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1.4. A transitional vowel is usually inserted between consonants at word boundaries if 
these consonants do not combine with each other within a word. The vowel is typically 
[ ], alternating with [a] or [e]. 

/kiin liŋ/ [kiñeliŋ ~ kiñəliŋ] ‘name (woman, cassowary)’ 

/ikŋ la/ [i:kŋela ~ i:kŋəla] ‘spy (eye, speak)’ 

/or wa:ŋ nim/ [o:rwaŋenim ~ o:rwaŋənim] ‘name (beat, middle, split 
gong drum)’ 

/kitn la/ [kitnela ~ kitnəla] ‘you speak’ 

 

2. Deletion rules 
2.1 If two vowels occur at word boundaries the second one is usually deleted. 

/kolpa atom/ [kolpa:tom] ‘therefore (like, that, then)’ 

/u ilmpa/ [hulmpa] ‘water drop’ 

/ake antiwe/ [akendiwe] ‘not able’ 

/amo ise/ [amose] ‘died already’ 

 

2.2. The palatalization of vowels is sometimes deleted at word boundaries. 

/kai aŋko/ [kaŋko] ‘go and fall’ 

/kai ise/ [ka:se] ‘went already’ 

/kai kai/ [kaŋkai ~ kaiŋkai] ‘go (cont.)’ 

 

3. Assimililation rules 
3.1. /n/ and /tn/ become palatalized following a palatalized vowel, with the vowel usually 

loosing its palatalization. 

/kai no/ [kaño] ‘go up (go, come up)’ 

/kwei na/ [kuña ~ kweña] ‘what? (something, what)’ 

/muikŋ muin/ [muikŋmu:ñ] ‘siblings (sister, brother)’ 

 

3.2. The central vowel [ə] tends to assimilate to the preceding full vowel. 

/ok ipma/ [o:kopma ~ o:kəpma] ‘food (mouth, stomach)’ 

3.3. A vowel between two vowels, one of which is closed and the other open, tends to 
change into a mid vowel in the transition. 

/miinil am/ [miñelam ~ miñəlam] ‘name (leech, hidden)’ 
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4. Dissimilation rules 
4.1. Word initial /t/ often becomes [s] or [ts] following a word final palatalized nasal, with the 

nasal loosing its palatalization. 

/pain tiŋkil/ [pa:ñtəŋkil >  pa:ñtsiŋkil ~ 
pa:ñsiŋkil ~ pa:ñsəŋkil] 

‘toilet (stools, place)’ 

/kiitn ti/ [kitntsi ~ kitñtsi] ‘you here’ 

/y/ becomes [s] or [ts] when following a word filal [nt].  (This rule applies after 1.1. has 
applied.) 

/ma:n ya:n/ [ma:ntsa:n ~ ma:nsa:n] ‘parents (mother, father) 

4.2. The suffix /n/ becomes /ŋ/ following /r/ or /l/, (/rn/ and /rl/ are not allowed consonant 
sequences word finally). 

/kapor-n/ [kaporŋ] ‘break with’ 

/plel-n/ [plelng] ‘turn around’

/per-n-en/ [perngten] ‘quickly’ 

(rule 1.1. applies first) 

 

Rules 1.2., 1.4., 2.1., 2.2. and 4.1. apply at word boundaries. Rules 1.3., 3.2. and 4.2. apply 
within a word, rule 1.1. at all boundaries, and rule 3.1. every where. The closer knit the 
structure is, the more obligatorily most of these rules apply. 

obligatory /wam-el/ [wampel] ‘by hand’ 

 /wam arpme/ [wamparpme] ‘hold by hand’ 

 /man yan/ [ma:nsa:n] ‘parents’ 

optional /yikak wom wekŋ/ [yikakwompwe:kŋ] ‘twelve 

 


